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FOREWORD

Be ore vocational educators can adequately meet the special

needs .f special groupS, they must be committed to a philosophy

of equi able educationi The issue of equity in education has

receive a great deal of attention over the last ten years from

tne legl lative, judicial, and academic sectors. As a result of

this atte tion, research and analysis have shown that the term

"equity" as a different connotation for nearly everyone who has

attempted o define and apply it to educational programs. In

addition, a host of related terms such as equality, disparity,

.and discrimination are a part of the vocational educator'S daily

vi
.vocabulary;

In an att mpt to help vocational educators to articulate a

definition of quity, the National Center for Research in

Vocational Edu ation hag commissioned seventeen papers on equity

from three broa perspectivesacademic, vocational, and special

needs; The authors in each'of the three grOups'PrOide'.their own

perceptions of.an experiences with equity in edUtation to bring

_

vocational educat

but timely issue.

r.s to a better understanding of this complx

The National Ce ter is indebted to these seventeen authors

for their contribut on to furthering research on equity i

vocational education Dr. Richard Adams, Dr. Gilbert Cr a ena6,

Dr. Yearn H. Choi, M . d'oAnn-Crandall-, Ms.- -Nancy- Caro_r-E-li-ason-r



Ms. Nancy Smith Evans, Ms. Geneva Fletcher, Dr. Marc Hull,

Irving Kovarsky, Dr. Samuel D. Proctor, The Honorable Lisa

Richette, . Jerry Salomone, Mt. Carol Schwartz, Dr. Henrietta
_

Schwartz, Hr. Alan N. Sheppard, Dr. Lucilre Campbell-Thrane, and

Dr. Clyde Welter. We are alto indbted to D . Judith Gappa,

Associate Provost for Faculty Affairs at San Francisco State

University for reviewing and Synthesizing all seventeen papers.

Special thanks also go to Cindy Silvani-LaCey, program associate,

for coordinating the papdri and to Regenia Castle and Beverly

Haynes who spent many hours typing manuscripts:

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The National Center for Research

in Vocational Education



EXECUTIVE SUMMAP

Vocational educators have grappled With equity as a problem

. I and have espoused it as a cause since 1963 when Congress issued

both an equity mandate and an equity challenge with the passage

-
of the Vocationl Education Act. This paper is one of seventeen

reports commiAsioned by the National Center for Research in

Vocatibnal Education .to meet the equity challenge through a

multidisciplinary approach encompassing three, perspectives--

academic, vocational education, and special interest group'

advocacy.
_

The following paper dynthesizes the seventeen multi-

disciplinary equity papers., author discusbes common nemes

among the papers first by describing a concept: of equity

applicable to vocational education and then by examining the

current etatus of equity in, vocational education. She concludes

with recommendations for the future as well as a brief summary of,

.0ach paper to assiet the readers in selecting those.papers most

germane,to their needs and, interests.



INTRODUCTION

This overview synthesiies seventeen papers about equity and

_
-vocational education commissioned by the National Center for

Research in Vocational EducatiOn and writ en by nationally known

specialists in a variety of fields. The papers are written from

three major perspectives: selected academic disCipiineS,

vocational education, and special interest group adVddaty;

three Perspectives provide a unique forum for the expression of
V

subtle differences, colorful embellishments and occasional

conflicts of priority and interest among certain Common themes.

Those who read all the papers will see these common.themes
t

constantly reappear, richly colbred by the perspective of a

particular author-

j

The purpose of this. overview is to describe the common themes;

and to show that, for those concerned with the future-of-equity

in vocational education, there is consensus among the experts

about many of today's problems and about how to resolve them in

the future. Thus the papers provide a framework for taking

action to achieve equity during the.1980s. But a caution is

needed. The overview can only rive a brief glimpse pf the

magnitude of the ideas contained in the papers. AwareneSS of

the effects of a lack of equal opportunity, insight into the

causes for limited achievement of equity goals, and the overall

complexityof the many Issuet,' problems, potential strategies,

and solutions can enly be obtained by reading tlie papers

themselves



In order for the reader to have a framework from whiCh to

&Ave further, the overview synthesizes the vast amount of

information and ideas the papers contain by proceeding &om-the

present to the future. FirSt, a concept of equity applicable to

vocational education in the 1980s is described. Second; the

current status of equity in vocational education is examined.

This section includeS demographic data, information about -special

interest ;relups, and problems and issues discussed by the

authors. A brief description of the progress that has been made

in achieving equity concludes this section. Authors tend to

.

acknowledge that some progress has been made; chiefly as a result

of legislation. TheY.are more concerned, hoWever, with

emphasizing the problems of today and how to solve them tom8rro4.

In the third section, recommendations for the future are

explored. abe overview concluded with a brief summary of each

paper to assist readers in selecting the ones most useful to

them.

The overview describes andSynthesizes the Common'themes'

found in the papers, but it doeS not contaih the richneSs of the'

individual experiences and opinions so clearly expressed by the

authors, who are intimately acquainted with and deeply concerned

about their subjects. Again, the"Cverview can never be a

Substitute for the papers themselves. Instead, as previously

rentioned, it is both an introduction to invite the reader_to

delve further and a returning point for refocusing on common

themes'.

11.



AN EQUITY CONCEPT'

'Equity in American society has its roots in the U.S.

Constitution and subsequent legislative, regulatory, and judicial.

actions. Though stated in 1980 by one of the seventeen authors,

the following comment could easily-have-been made by one of the

country's founders:

This country cannot benefit in the long run from policies
that deliberately deny people the opportunity-for _

continuous growth, development, and the opportunity
to perform a service (N. Alan Sheppard).

Our Constitution in based upon concepts of justice, due process,

and eqUal protection of individual rights. The evolution of the

meaning of these terms has been accompanied by the evolution of

an equity concept. For the purposes of these papers, equity can

be simply defined as:

The fair and just treatment'of all members of society who
`wish to participate in and enjoy the benefits of education
and employment.

To better understand the meaning of this definition of equity,

"fair and just treatment" and "participate in and enjoy the

benefits of" need further exploration.

Fair and;justeatment.encompasses both the humanietic-value

of an equal opp6ittinity to attain the benefits of education and

employment; and the judicial ccmcept:of equal protection under

the law. As shaped by our cultural and ethical foundations,

humanistic concept of-fair and just treatment obliges individuals

to examine their-actions with regard to others, to ensure that

they are impartial and guided by an objective ccmsideration of

3



they are impartial and guided by an objective consideration of

the potential of other individuals. Xo meet the judicial

requirement of equal protection under the law, special

compensatory measured for certain groups may be necessary.*

In keeping with the humanistic doctrine, the fact of

discrimination was addressed through_legialative mandates for

equal opportunity and nondiScrimination in the early 1960s.

Later, this was characterf,zed by minority group, members and

_ _
others as perpetuating a benign neutrality in whila minority

groups were no longer openly discriminated against, but in which

their status did not noticeably change: ** Gradually, the

humanistic concept of fair and just treatment began to change

from one of benign neutrality to one-of action-in order to ensure

equal rights for all under the equal protection clause

of the ConStitution. The idea that the achievement of equity

requires individual,and societal action to achieve results or

equitable relief is pervasive among the authors of these papers.

In the words of one author who is a judge:

Implicit in the notion of equity is -a doctrine of equality- -
that citizens are possessed of equal rights which equity
will vindicate. The heart of equity is action--
individually ordered and _faShioned to erid--ttle- injUatice--
inherent in the plaintiff's situation. Equity implies
meaningful intervention beyond rhetoric (Lisa Richette).

Richette's idea of,individually=ordered action.to correct

*Judith M. Gappa, Improving Equity-in-Postsecondary_Education:
14-ew=Diec'Eiond-for Leaderfthip-(Washingtpm, DC:U.S-.Depar
of Health, Education and Welfare, National' Institute: of
Education, 1977, p. 8). '

4
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inequities is ursu d by several other authors. Marc Hull

states:

Equity is often situation-specific concept, that is
to say, the\dete ination of what is fair, just, or
appropriate may b entirely dependent on the factors and
circumstances whi h comprise a single case. In one
situation, e uity nay be achieved by treating all students
equally with espect to the procedures used to achieve
certain instr ctio al goals and objectives. In another
case, equity ay re uire that a handicapped student-be
given an amoun of ssistance which clearly exceeds'
that which is iven to nonhandicapped students in, order
to achieve cer ain i structional goals and objectives.

The thesis that "nothing is more unequal than providing equal

opportunities to stu\dents With unequal abilities" (Gans as quoted

in Hull and Salomone)1 is sated more strongly by Carol Schwartz:

Equity in vocational ed4cation requirea [underlining mine]
that we provide to our isadvantaged youth such additional
elements in the edcatio al process that will enable them
to take advantage of tha process and join the main-
stream of the economic e of our country.

A.The movement from rhetor7 to action, from the neutrality of

nondiscrimination to affirmati e action on behalf of individuals,

is an evolution of an equity co cept that is generally accepted

by the authors of these papers, '.f not by-all of American

society.

The idea that equity m a s ac ion on behalf of those who have

not traditionally participat d in d benefitted from education

and employment is enhanced by a foc s upon cultural pluralism.
___\

The authors believe it is crucial to preserve the cultural

pluralism of our nation while smulta eously meeting individual

needs. They feel strongly that Wfocati nal education for special

needs population that e= ch member of the special

\ 14



needs group is an individual with differing problems and learning

patterns. For the cultural pluralists, equity becomes the

absence of discriminatiOn and the advocacy of individuals in the

assessment of their potential, while simultaneously emphasizing

the value of the individual's membership in the group (Thrane,

Crandall, C. Schwartz, Hull, and Sheppard).

For example, in applying cultural pluralism to equity in

vocational education, Crandall states:

Since language is the most obvious symbol, of one's
culture, ethnicity, and identity, it is natural for
many adults who speak' another-"language to fear loss
of that identity or rejection of their own culture
when they attempt to speak a second language. . .

Vocational instructors need to allow these culturally
diverse students to have opportunities to learn in
whateve'r ways are most appropriate for them. Some learn
by doing; others learn by watching; yet-both groups' may
achieve the same- degree of skill.

Because the achievement'of equity requires action by and on

behalf of individuals who simultaneously maintain their cultural

identity, "participation" includes access, meaningful

participation, and the elimination of barriers in vocational.
.

-
education and employment. Similarly, "benefits" will occur only

if there is assessment of the outcomes of the educational process

leading to program correction and the proper allocation of

resources, so that members of special interest groups are not

hindered in meeting individual objectives. Access,

participation, and benefits, as integral parts of an equity

concept, constitute a large part of the discussiOn about the

current status of equity and recommendations for the future in

later sections of this paper.

6



In baSic agreement with the other authors, both Gilbert

Cardenas, an economist, and Henrietta Schwartz, an

anthropologist, define equity as the fair redistribLvcion of

goodS, services, and opportunities in American culture. Yet

Schwartz warns of the potential for conflict:

The benefits of the society are reaped by the individual who

is competitive, aggressive, acquiSitive, and independent- -
people who' more than dthers have "made it." 'These sometimes
conflicting core values of fierce, competitive self-reliance
and codperative, _sharing egalitarianism have been referred to
by some social scientists as the American dilemma (Myerdahl
as cited in H. Schwartz).

Salomone agrees with H. Schwartz in his description of two

major dimensions of equity: political and social and economic.

Political equities refeEto those freedoms and rights guaranteed

under the Consitution and to the extensions of these liberties

granted through successive modifications to the Constitution.

These kinds of equities have been less freely given by thoSe who

controlled them than they were taken by those who demanded them.

The ConStitution, its Amendments, and the ensuing legislation and

court decIsions have always provoked conflict. But, according to

Sdlomone, the faCt reTains, that as a statement of ideals, we are

committed to. goals of equity in political life. However, he

does not believe that Americans are committed to the principles

of social and economic equity, either intheory or in practice.

Quite to the contrary,,America is a land of-opportunity, a nation

that extolls the virtues of social and occupational mobility. It

_

is a place where you can get ahead; not even' Ac.:rding to

Salomone:

16



The egarikarian tradition in America has favored equality
of opportunity above the others. Equality of treatment may
be attainable in formal, impersonal situations which take
place in organizational settings, but ita likkihood in more
informal circumstances is neither probable norLdesirable.
Equality of results is not a great concern in,America.

This conflict between political rights And Social d economic

realities remains a major issue confronting the aut fors as they

assess the present -tatus of equity.

ty in'Vocational Education

Vocational edcatlion is the education Of people

Modern vocational eduAation began with the Smith-Hugh

1917. it promoted vocational preparation at the seco

r \work

"6":-1ACt of

dary level

in agriculture, home ec nomica, and trade and industrial

r the preparation of vocatiorial

education teachers. Thee was no mandate -for an outreach to

education, and provided

special populations. Ins ead, during the world wars, vocational

education Addressed itsel almost exclusively to the utilitarian

needs of business and indu try rather than to tbe himanitrian
4k

needs of society at large. During the Kehneay and-Zohnson,

order toadminiStrations, vocational education began to change in

focua upon the achievement o some of the liberal social aims of

the Great Society. The high Level of unemployment among your

And minorities was the princi al motivating factor behind nevi

concepts embodied in the Vocational Education Act of 1963.

Subsequent amendments continued thiS emphasis on outreach by

adding incentives designed to encourage the participation 'of

special populations (Choi and HU11).



Today, the definition of vocational education has been

modified to mean the education of all people for work. Thus the

evolution of a vocational education concept parallels that of

equity. By 1976, the two concepts had been fused into the

vocational education legislation (section 101 of Title II:

Vocational Education, from .the Education Amendments of 1976):

So that persons of all ages in all_communities of the

state. . . Those in high school, thOSe_who have completed

or disCOntinued their.formal education and are preparing to

enter the labor'market, those. who have already entered

the labor market4___but need to upgrade=their skills or learn

new ones; those with special_ educational handicaps, and

those in postsecondary schocils._. will have ready access

to vocational training Or_retraining (which is) .1 high'

qUality,_Which realistic. in the light of actual or

anticipated opportunities for gainful employment, and WhiCh

is suited to .their needs, interests; and ability to benefit

from such training.

The earlier Passage of the ComprehensiveEmployment and Training
,

Act had linked vocational education with human resource training.

Also having an impact cid Moth vocational education Apd human

resource training were the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and

subsequent legal and regulatory extensions. The passage of Title

II of the-Educational Amendments of 1976, hcoadver, clearly

brought the three Separate theMes together in one piece of

A

legislation. It also provided the planning and operational

frameworks w3thin the states for vocational education to take a

leadership role in preparing all Americana for work (Evans,

Fletcher, Choi, and Hull). The current relationship of all the

equity-related legislation and regUlations to vocational

.education Is thoroughly docUmented in another work,publiShed by

9



the National Center for Research in Vocational Education entitled.

The Administrator's Guide to EquitableOppOrtunity in Vocational

Education (1980). The reader is referred to this companion

volume for a discussion of selected equity-related legal mandates

and vocational education.

Comprehensive definitions of the special interest groups

covered by thiS legialation are, also provided in The

Administrators Guide to Equitable_Opportunity in Vocational

Education. The following abbreviated definitions of the special

needs groups ditcutsed in this collection of papers are.provided

for the convenience of the readers--

Disadvantaged persons are those, other than the
handicapped, who have academic or economic disadvantages

requiring special types of services, aids, and

programs to help them to be. SUccessfUl-in-programs or

vocational education.

Handicapped_persons are those who have a physical or

mental impairment-that-substantia-lly-limits one_or' more

major life activities, who have arecord of such an

impairment, or who are regarded as having such an

impairment. Handicpped persops include the mentally

retarded, hearing impaired, deif, speech impaired,

visually handicapped, seriousty emotionally disturbed,

orthOp4diCa1110-impaired,-or-other-health-impaired,persons
with specific learning disabilities.

The_limited=English proficient are individuals who come

from environments where a language other than English

is dominant; and who thus have difficulty speaking

and und4rstanding instruction in the English language.

Older adults are usually defined'ad persons in the

fifty=five or above age bracket.

Racial/ethnic' minorities_ include Native AMericans or

Alaskan__ natives; Asian or. Pacific Islanders; blacks,

not of HiSpanic,origin; and Hispanics.

Women and men -.ho sex discrimination are thoge

who have been limited in or denied ol-portunities,



privileges, roles, or rewards on the basis of their sex.

In summary, American society has continuously changed its

concept of what is meant by both equity and vocational education.

History indicates that the equity concept has progressively

permeated the concept of vocational education. The legislative

mandate of equal oppOrtunity for all Americans, and for special

.action- oriented programs for those traditionally underserved is

clear.at the present time. It shows that most ,Americans see the

attainment of equity as feasible and desirabkL In 1980,

however, there remain serious barriers to the achievement of

equity in vocational education and employment. In the next

section, the current status of equity in vocational education

. will be examined.

.'
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CURRENT STATUS OF EQUITY IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION:

PROBLEMS AND ISSUES

The authors of the papers are generally optimiatic that

equity goals in vocational education are achievable over time:

however, a comprehensive understanding Of the current situation

is essential in order to propose and implement workable solutiona

for the future. Doscribed in this section are eight commonly

,

Agreed upon problems and issues; concluding with a brief.analysis

Of progress to date. To the extent possible, variety in opinions

and viewpoints is included to illustrate the complexity of the

issues.

The Scope of Vocational Educati_on

Vocational education has become a major endeavor in our

nation' s educational system. In-19/8,- almost -28 000-different

-institutions enrolled 19. -63 075Rersons in v rioub occupational

programs. High sch'ools, community and junior 4ollege-6, colleges

and universities, area vocational schools, nonc llegiate

postawcandary-schools-r-correspondence-schools,
uSiness and

industry, the armed forceS, and correctional fac lities all

offered vocational education programs.* These s udents were

served by 454,175 'teacherS, a growth of over 50 p scent since

*Rolf M.. fsberg, "Testimony Before the SUbcommi tee on

Eletentary a d:Secondary_Vocational Education of t 'Committee

on Education a Labor of, the House of Representati

Washington DC:. 7 $eptember-1980 and Lewis and Rus ell 1980;:

12
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1973. -'"Federal; state, and local support for vocational education

reached $5,575,769,885.* The fact that the authora did agree

upon a set of common problems and issues within this large and

complex enterprise .of vocational education makes it.most

important to set a decisive action - oriented agenda for the 1980s.

Status of Special Intereat_Groups_within Vocational Education

While demonStrable progress-has been made, equity for all

persons haS not been achieved in vocational education. The U.S.

Office foi'Civil Rights issued "Guidelines for Eliminating.

DiScrimination and Denial of Services on the Basis of Race,.

Color, National Origin, Sex, and Handicap".in 1979. The

"Guidelines" were issued because of injunctive orders in Adams

Califano, and because the Departmentai,,Health, Education,and

'Welfare had found evidence of dontruing unlawful discrimination

in vocational education programs. lExamples of evidence cited by

the U.S. 30-f-fe----f-or-ei-v-i-lkig---wt_s__axe_aa_ssolc-
,

Eligibility requirements such as residence within a
geographic area or admissionstests deny vocational
education opportunities on the basis\of race, color,
national-origin, and handicap.

fi-

41)
Handicapped student' are assigned to separate annexes or
brancheS, or denied equal opportunities as, a result of

0-- inaccessible facilities and inadequate evaluation

procedures.

Departtfient of Health Education, and: Welfare;Department.
ofEdUdation, Bureau of Occupational and Adult EduCation4.

Summary Data; Vocational__Education_Year 1978; : (WaShingtoni.:

-Superintendeht.of Documentsi-19791. .



Vocational schools'established for students of one race,
national origin, or sex continue as essentially
segregated facilitieS.

National origin minorities with limited=English
proficiency are denied equal opportunity to participate

in vocational. programs.*

In spite of the many legislative mandates in response to the

11 of the American pe-Tile, what is the status of special

erest groups in vocational education today? The authors

ellish upon the'problems cited by the U.S. Office for Civil

_Ri hts and the ineffectiveness o"E the federal legislation to

acc mplishzita mandates-.- A brief summary follows:

of7the 19,563,175 students enrolled in vocational programs

in/977-78, 75.4 percent of theM were Caucasian, 15.8 pet-dent

/ i --.

WereblaCk 6.0 percent were HiSpanidi 1-.7.percent[werd ASian-=-
- k

Amer' and 1.1 percent were Native American. .Minority'
. .

.

enrolments are concentrated in certain vocational programs

--Minor-'ty women,Trelom'sbate in health, consumer
and hciMeMaking,

%
occupational homeeconomiCS, and office ocqupationt. The trade

and industrial educationarda as ale minority

enrollment. ** Althdugh,minority enrollment .repreSents

1
. _

-pProximatety: 24 Percent of the total, Samuel Proctor (19010):

,
1.

v

states:.
4

.

*U.S. DerIrtment of Education, Oftice of Civil 'Rights; General

Services Administration, Office of Federal Register, Archieves

and Recordp Service. "Vocational Education\Programs:

GuideIines etc." Federal gister Vol._44, 43.'56, (Washington,

D.C.: U.S. Gov*rnment Pri ing Office, 21 March 1979). (ED

170981) [

**WuIfsberg, p. 29.



We are faced with something -0-f-the=magrie of a _half
Tral-I-iorr-young_ minority Americans who are out of --work; eirt---1-

of school, out of-jail-,- and alienated. They are described
in editorials, portrayed in television documentaries,
charted on graphs in sociology texts, and punched on IBM
cards that read -"Don't fold, spindle, or mutilate. " Their
socialization has been so negative and deficient that A
their dysfunction in society has become endemic. 'They live
on temporary_job"training" programs, Street-hustles,
stealing, and_parental inlulgence.,. . . Somehow, we
more attracted to the idea oZ going to the moon than we were
to the challenge of making producers and taxpayers out of
this segment of the populatidn.

_

It is estimated that there are approximately 30. million

.1

'1--71handicapped persons in the United States: . .2.3 million are

children under seventeen who are functionally impaired due to

chronic conditions; 7 2 million are between'seventeen and

forty-four; 10.3 million ape forty-five through sixty-four, and

9.5 million are above, sixty -five. From these estimates, it is

projected that at least 17.5 million handicapped persons are

potential beneficiaries of vocational education (Hull 1980).

Estimates of handicapped students enrolled in programs, however,

suggest that fewer handicapped students are enrolled in

vocational education than are enrolled in all educational

programs. Only 2.5 percent df the total enrollment in vocational

rograms are handicapped, and they appear in

disproportionate numbers in vocational et:2cation

piograms.*

Approximately-12 ercent of the total enrollment in

vocational education programs are7ifWidvantage Students, mostly

. _

. *Wulfsberg; .p 33
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yOUths';* This figure does not take into account the high

concentFati n f urban youth. Approximately 49 percent of the

105,000 students of the District 'of Columbia public schools

reside in families that al.e economically disadvantaged. These

families frequently do not emphasize customs and habits

associated with

role models-f

suLcessfullpmployment and do not provide adequate
.

their children in the crucial areas of work
0

qttendance, employment behavior, dress, and,speech patterns.

--k Survey conducted by thehbard_of Trade/National Alliance of

Business noted that 66'percent of those interviewed attributed

attitudinal and social behavior problems as the major

contributora to high youth unemployment. Another, major

contributing factor is the lack of basic skills. One-fourth of

the students completing the fifth grade fail to graduate frOm

high school. in one-fifth of each age group were high

school dropouts, and 40 percent of black teenagers who wanted
n.

work cou.Ld not find jobs (C. Schwartz and Thrane).

Those with limited-English proficiehcy also experience

prblmms with achieving batic Skillt. Crandall states:

Though Tita.a_yi of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prOhibits
ditcriMinatiorf on__ the grounds of race; color, or national
6-Eisiin, the bitter reality is that those who grow up
speaking another language; through their family or
neighborhood, without acquiring adequate proficiency in
English, have greater difficulty both.in becoming' educated
or trained for a vocation and in acquiring jobs which
provide an opportunity for mobility and advancement.°

*U.S. Department of Health, Educat.ton, and Welfare, p.2
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One in eight persons_ today is of another language background, and

that percentage is likely to increase. In many urban school

.-7/. ,.

urban

the number of students of limited or non-English
_

-

background is increasing at a tremendous rate. ForPeximple, by

1985, the population of the LOS Angeles County Schools will be

none than 50 'percent Hispanic (Crandall)T--Yet-only 0.7 percent.
_ .

of the total enrollment of vocational students'are those with

limited-Engllsh proficiency.

In summary, some minority, disadVantaged, and limied-x

...
.

English proficiency st'udents suffer because they do not possess_4-

the basic Skills, and thus are at a disadVantage even before

entaringvocationalprograms.Theresulting inability to

complete vocational training programs often means unemployment.

The push to have everyone move from secondary to
postsecondary or four-year colleged floods the job market

° with degree-holding persons. Potittiecondary students then
replace secondary students in the job market. . . .These

Secondary grMluates then find jobs in the secondary labor
market forcing the "dropout" not to have even a chance for
the most menial job. . Thus it becomes moreaucrative for
the disadvantaged individkial with high eoipectations of
what life in Amerida is all_about to join the welfare
roles whergfhigh subsidide from the public assist/mice
pocketbook discourage people from assuming menial work

(Thrane),
-09

Older adults have similar problems to other special interest
4

groups. Because,of the growth in this population group, it is

projected that.thele individuals will'have a major impact,upon
0 . 4 '-'

,

:Vocational education and employment in the future; The. older-

kWulfsberg,
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adult population increased from 4.9 million in 1900, to 32.8
0 .

million in_1977, while the population under sixty years of age

increased at only one-fourth this rate. Due to increased

longevity, .the age dixty=pluS population will more than double

between now and 2035, while the total population will grow about

140 percent. Yet 15 percent of older adults are functionally

illiterate. The average urban dweller over age sixty-five has

had only eight years of formal education. The proportion of the

functionally illiterate is much higher for minority older adults

(Sheppard).

Ironically, while people are living longer, they are retiring
.

-

earlier. This phenomenOn confronts America with the_serious

problems of the cost 6f providing retirement income and a high

quality of life for many citizenr who may Spend twenty or more

years in retirement. While the number of retired citizens will

grow dramatically in the coming years, the active workers
0

available to support programs for the older adult will decline

(Sheppard).

The surge of 42 million Women into the work force will also

have a dynamic impact on postsecondary vocational education in

the 19806. Over half of all women between the ages of eighteen .

and sixty=four are currently employed outside the home, and nine

out Of ten will work sometime during their lives. Statistics

from the U.S; Department of Labor in August 1979 showed the

highest female job participation rate. in history. Nearly

two-thirds of these working women were single; widowed, divorced;.

18



separated,

$10,000 (Cardenas, Eliason, and Salomone).

had husbands whose annual' earnings were less than

Yet the diStribution of enrollments by sex An vocational

education programs reveals the persistence.of definitive patterns-
'

of sex stereotyping. Women are concentrated in the health,

consumer and homemaking, occupational home econom

occupations, while men predominate in the agricult

cs, and office

induSt\rial arts, technical, and trade and industrild

Since .972, some progress haS been made in integra

into traditionally male occupations, but this proce

slow.Thepercentageof increaseinthentmlberof %%omen haS been
1

;

greatest in agriculture (the, smallest program iT enr011ment size)

and the smallest in trade and industrial (the lrgest program).

occupations

g femaleS

s has been

Men contiue

agriculture, indUStrial arts; technical, and.tra

programs where some of the best jobs are currentl

to supply over 80 percent of the enrollments in

Many authors diScussed the numerous and compl

underlying the pervasiveness of sex segregation i

(H. Schwartz, Eliason, Richette, and Evans). "Ph s

be exploredin subsequent sections.

The Compounding Effects of Multiple Membership
In Special Needs Groups,

and industrial

reasons

occupations

reasons'will.

Many members of one special

An example 4w the Hispanic womanothars;i.-

needs group are also members of

19
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of foreign descent who
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is poor. She could be a member of four special needs grou

female, minority, disadvantaged, and limited-English proficient.

In 1975, the incidence of.poverty had dropped to 12.3 percent of

the total population. However; the incidence of poverty

continues, to be high for minorities and female heads of

households (Cardenas). This compounding effect can also be found

in subcategories of any particular special needs group. Within

the category of "women" there are adolescent mothers, minority

women, displaced homemakers, older women, and single mothers

(Eliason, Evans, and H. Schwartz 1980). Any one, of these

subcategories may have special needs beyond those traditionally

associated with the entire group.

In many instances a woman may have children who are too
old for her to be eligible for social security. She has
probably never worked kor pay outside the home;
consequently she cannot collect unemployment cealpensation.
She is often too young to receive old age benffits, nor
does she fit any other category of; federal. or state
financial aid. Institutions often ha.,.'e similar restrictions
and age limitations on the types of financial aid for
education which they may offer (Eliason).

The compounding effects of multiple membership are also

illustrated by those with limited-English proficiency. These

adults often have low educational levels; lack basic literacy and

computational skills, and are poor and disadvantaged in other

ways. They face problems relating to transportation, child care,

health, and housing: Older adults are anothergroup that

frequently has multiple memberships in special needs groups. In

1975, adults over fifty -five represented only 19.7 percent of the

labor force, but,they were 23 percent of the low-income

20



population, 30 percent of all heads of households, and 11 percent

of the recorded unemployed (Sheppard). The added burden of

multiple membership in special interest groups- is shown in the

differences between CaucaSiantit and minorities:

Equally important factorS in limiting the social and
occupational mo)oilitY of blacks and ethnics,however, are
the barriers resulting from the culture of warty into
which so many of these people are born. 'The negative
effects of poverty are felt by poor whites, too, but
blacks and ethnics have been deprived ofthe opportunity
to move into the economic and social mainstreams of society
for so many generations that they are ove±represented in the
poverty enclaves of American society (Cardenas and Welter).

Though many of the authors describe situations involving

multiple membership in special needs 4roups, few authors attempt

to separate 'these compounding effects or to project multifaceted

Solution's targeted at specific, combinations of factors. The

current status, as reflected in these papers, appears to be

acknowledgement of the problems of multiple memberships, while

projecting solutions aimed at one group or issue.

Barriers to Students

All the authors discuss students' barriers to full

participatiod in and benefit from vocational educational'

programs. Some look at barrierS from a philosophical viewpoint.

Evans describes barriers as primarily."climatic influences": the

equxty commitent of the general education system; the Vocational

educators' op rating concept of equity; the counselors' role; the

attitudes of the community; and the students' orientation toward

the world of work. Others discussed situational barriers such as

21
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transportation; child care, or income level. Most authors'.

concepts of barriers, However, can be fitted into three broad

gories: societal, institutional, &piql individual.

ocietal barriers are those outside the individual. They

include the attitudes and traditiond of the society. Salomone

believes that:

. because of our history of discrimination, benign
neglect, and blatant subordination, minorities, the poor, the
powerless, and the uneducated constitute an American
underclass who have no way of obtaining an even start with the

more advantaged classes in society.
A

0

Proctor describes barriers in term: of the conflict inherent in
A

the American dilemma discussed earlier:

The accent in our society has been on competition and
success, success being the mark of personal supremacy.
This atitude is passed down through the Whole
system; and education becomes, therefO're,\a series
of scratch lines with one peak after another. ThiS
proceSS4S designed to select winners and *osers, and
to fill.': . .cases with trophies, ribbonsk and
plaques.- So much emphasis is placed on winning.
ThiS Self=regard enlarges to group regard a0d class
regard. Our positions are jealously guarded.
Instead of fostering colmunity, this kind ofi_Self-
reliance fpsters strife, competition, and Subtle
forms of preferentialism (Proctor).

Institutional barriers, as defined by Evans, are of two

kinds: accessi ility and. programmatic. Accessibi ity barriers

are those that deprive individuals of access to anc, use of
1

vocational facil ties due to design, construction, and location.

Programmatic barr -ers include policies, procedures, and actions

by educational per onnel that consciously or unconsci usIy limit

meaningful partici ation. Examples of programmatic barriers

include admissionslpolicies, recruitment practices, connseling

22



s ilices, and curricular material..

Personal barriers are those within the individual. These may

be the result of socialization, influence of family, physical

circumstances, or other causes. People's concepts of their roleS

in society and their attitudes toward job training and work may

prevent career decisiond that are realistic in terms of needs,

interests, and abilitieS. H. Schwartz and Eliason diScuss the

personal barriers confronting women entering nontraditional

vocational programs:

The most common characteristic of the adult reentry
woman iS a lack of self-confidence in her own abilities.
She finds herself in a general depression, accompanied
by an identity crisis, and has a low self-concept
and expectations. The elimination of the low
self-image of women reentering college or directly
entering the labor market is crucial to their
success (Eliason).

Proctor, Thrane, and C. Schwartz examine the attitudes of youths

who have grown up in families where unemployment has been a way

of life. These persons do not necessarily understand behaviors

appropriate to successful, job performance.

Barriers_in_Vocational Education Programs and Services

Thrane summarizes the overall frustration of the authors with

the current status of the vocational education delivery system as

it affects special needS groups:

The public schoolS With-a vocational education
delivery system were designed to reach a specific
group of perbonS with middle-class needs and valdes.

This system with rigid class hours, course work
requiring two or three years for completion;_ tightly
designed curriculuM based on science and math is not
geared to coping or to handling the myriad of social
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and emotional problems of depressed, unemployed.
desperate youth who look at the world as a
jungle of materialistic desires.

Most of the authors concentrate upon k the relative "readiness"

of special needs populations for vocational education or work

because of their inadequate skill levels. A lack of baiiic Skint;

(verbal, grammatical, spelling, writing, and mathematics) was

cited by numerous authors as the reason for unemployment and

inability to enter vocational training programs (C. SchWartz,

Crandall, Adams, Sheppard, Hull, and Eliason). Authors were also

frustrated with testa as admissions criteria. Irving Kovarsky

summarizes the state of knowledge with regard to admissions .

testing:

Since we do not know how to separate pure intelligence
from peat experiences and the motivation to learn, tests
at best measure only past experience, motivation, and
opportunity.

Crandall feeld that most tests are simply tests of English

proficiency, thereby eliminating from vocational training those

insufficiently skilled in the English language. Sheppard

discusses the pervasive attitude that learning ability decreases

with age. Many authors also agree that admissions processes

promote the continued occupational segregation of Special

interest groups. Richette states:

Occupational exclusion is a powerful tool for the
maintenance of a caste-like systeffi particularly when
the criteria for exclusion are immutable biological
characteristics for which a manifest destiny can be
assigned in the natural scheme of things.

Once admitted to vocational education programs,special needs

students face many other barriers. A key issue for most students
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is the availability of financial assistance (Hull, Thrane, and

Crandall). Eliason illustrates the problem of financial

assistance:

A key deterrent to reentry women is strictly financial.
Neither postsecondary institutions nor the government make
financial aid readily available to these women.

Another important barrier is the ladk of vocational counseling,

guidance, and career education. Most authors feel such

counseling and information isparticularly necessary before

entering a vocational education program. As mentioned above,

most tests are culturally biased. To be discussed in a later

section are the traditional attitudes and prejudices cr the

counselors and vocational educators themselves (Adams, Eliason,

Proctor, and Thrane). Curriculum reform to better accommodate/

the interests and'educational needs of special interest groups,

and the need to emphasize retention of students are other major

terriers of primary concern to the authors.

Barriers to Job Entry

The objective of vocational training is eventual job

placement and success in a career. :Many of the authors are

concerned about the outcome of vocational education, i.e., the

transition from training to employment. Some of the barriers

encountered in this transition are a previous history of work in

an unrelated field, or particularly for women, no previous work

history; a lack of credentials, including educational

credentials, or out-of-date credentials; a lack of, access to.job
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information; and inadequate health (Sheppard). Sheppard's

comments about older adults are true of other special interes

groups. Frequently, they do not know where available jobs are

how to interpret job requirements and training opportunitida, h

to present themselves and their life experiences with effiCacy,

or even how to participate in the personnel selection system of

particular organization (Sheppard). Situational problems also

complicate job entry. Examples are transportation to and from

training or employment, child care, and'the need. to accommodate

the handicapped by improved access and job restructuring (Hull,

Thrane,. and Crandall).

A major barrier to job entry is cOntinuing,employer

discrimination (Cardenas). U.S. Bureau of Labor statistics lox

the second quarter of 1980 show a total unemployment rate of 7.5

percent with 13.4 percent of all, blacks and 10.2 percent of all

Hispanics unemployed (Kovarsky). A National Council on. the Aging

(NCOA)/Harris survey showed that'87 percent bf the respondents

who claimed personal responsibility for the hiring and firing of

employees,4greed that employers discriminate against older

applicants (Sheppard). Of an. estimated 17.5 million handicapped

persons who are available for employment, more than 7.7 million

are either out of the labor force or are unemployed (Hull).

In addition to negative attitudes and stereotypical

assumptions among employers, there is a lack of incentives for

business and industry to employ members of spedial interst

groups. All persons, regardless of training or prior experience,

26
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must be employed at the minimum wage, and the employer must

contribute to social security. Business and industry are

furnished no financial incentives-for helping special interest

group members, such as tax breaks for the costs associated with

on-the-job training. The transition between school and work

lacks flexibility. Youths.graduating in May generally attend

school full time and then expect to be employed. Most

importantly, there needs to be a partnership among the employer,

the employee, and the vocational educator. A recognition and

understanding of the skill levels acid abilities of a given

individual by the employer, employee, and vocational educator

could decrease the unfortunate placement of persons in positions

where-. they cannot succeed.

Barriers to job entry are also due to changes in the nation's,

economy. Is equity thought of in the same or similar terms in

economies of growth and economies of decline? Does it matter

that America is rapidly moving out of this age of affluence

toward an age of relative scarcity? What happens to the ideals

of unlimited upward mobility, to the ambitions the working class

have for their children,,to the hope that vocational educational

attainment will act as a conveyor belt to occupational success?

Are vocational education programs\able to keep up with, the

changing needs of the economy for di\fferent skills and job

preparations? These and other questions are raised by Salomone.

The authors

Vocational Education Personnel

are critical of the lack of heterogeneity and the
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current attitudes of teachers, counselors, and administrators at

all level within vocational education. Profiles of personnel

characteristics suggest that there have been very limited efforts

I

to ensure that vocational educators mirror the heterogeneous

nature of the students. Traditional sex distributions among

instructors predominate. Males hold, the majority of positions ini
agriculture, distribution, technical, trade and industrial, and

] /

industrial arts programs. Females hold the same traditional
i

- ---ma jioriti-es--in--heal-th-,occupational_home economics1, and office

occupations. Racial/ethnic minorities 10.-8 percent of

all instructional staff and are similarly concentrated in certain

fields.

Caucasian males hold an overwhelming majority of most senior

positions. Ninety percent of the,directorShips 'n agriculture,
1

distributive education, tecnical, and trade and industrial

vocational programs are held by males while feimle,s dominate only

in health and hCme economilcs% State level positions exhibit even

more, extreme imbalances. Sex equity coordinators are 98 percent: ..

feMale in contrast to state directors of vocational education and

executive directors of state ac3viaory councils who are

approximately 98 percent male. Such staffing patterns can mean

a continuing predominance of trdit1onap ideas, a need for

extensive inservice training, an an emphasis upon affirmative

4
action in hiring where vabancies\occu

* Wulfsberg, p. 55ff.



Welter describes the resulting attitudes among vocational

education personnel:

The.starting point in turning around enrollments in
vocational education programs must be the elimination of
the biases of vocational teachers, teacher educators,
guidance counselors, and school administrators and
instilling in them a total commitment to equity in'all
vocational programs. This is-the greatest challenge_
facing vocational-teacher education, ,and the difficulty ,

of doing this is compounded by the fact that many of us
in vocational education are biased ourselves (consciously
or tinconsciously),because we have grown up in and' been
conditioned by a society in which men and_women each have
had rather well defined roles; in Which blacks and other
minorities often have been assigned ne_qati_v_e_ersonal
attetUute-s relating to intelligence, industriousness,
and work roles; and in which the handicapped have not been

considered. . . a part-of the mainstream of society.
Because those of us in teacher education have been an
integral part of a society in which such stereotypes
exist, wemust examine our own beliefs, feelings, and
actions to determine where we really stand on the
,issue of equity..

Other authors express that same understanding of the

difficult task of changing the attitudes of those who deliver

vocational education at all levels. Thr ne discusses

ethnocentrism:

"Different" means exactly th --not better than o worse
than The mistake that ma vocational administr tors
make is to attempt to rat nalize or justify inequitable
educational opportuniti by citing individual or cultural
differences. . . pub]; education in America has been
baseqlrimarily on erican middle-class cultural and
racial ethnocentri Cultural pluralism must
necessarily invo e philosophical-realignment. . . in

//the development of educational personnel if we are to
/ achi#e the g ls that may be established to ensure

cultural plu alism.

Adams tal s about the need for vocational education

administra ors to realize that barriers to equity -are based upon

the limitations of the educational
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limitations of potential students/. Proctor and others urge

curriculum reform to meet the needs of diversified populations.

In order to begin curriculum reform, however, vocational

-educators must become sensitized to the sOcialization patterns of

special interest groups and be able to counteract their

deleterious effects. Proctor sums up the problem:

Vocational technical teachers are professionals, and
just as engineers must know the properties of all the
materials they used and coaches must know the speed,

_ weight,_endurance-,-__and_marital condition of-all of -their

players, and physicians must know the pharmaFaogy
of all the medicines they prescribe, so must a pro
fesitUnal vocational-technical teacher know the
pupils to be taught. Thii is a quality that can be
learned.

Teacher certification and recertification standards are

targeted for reform by some authors. For example, only a small

number of states have adopted certification requirements the

ensure any level of competence among persons responglible fore,

vocational instruction for handicapped students. Beginning trade

1
and industria instructors in Texas are spending 900 hours each

school year attempting to teach very vulnerable children, with a

working knowledge of the problems of special students limited by

the six clock hours of instruction mandated in that state (Hull).

Publin_Satisfaction and Support

In the past decade, there has been an erosion of public

confidence in the American educational system and in the

educators' ability to solve numerous educational problems

including equity in job training and placement.
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Russell in their analysis of trends likely to affect vocational

education in the 1980s state that public satisfaction or

dissatisfaction over the quality of education will be an

important consideration and may have a dramatic_ impact upon

curriculum and public funding support.* Choi states it very

simply, "The cancer .o.f.equity is the absence of public interest."

Within the educational establishment, persons employed in

college and general education preparatory-provams do not support

vocational education.as an acceptable or equal status

alternative. In some state systems vocational education has been

utilized as a dUmping ground for slow-learners, students with

learning disabilities, and unmotivated, disruptive_youth (Evans).

Within communities and among special interest group leadera,

occasionally there is a lack of cooperation and communication.

Each group is preoccupied with eliminating the barriers it faces.

The result is a-lack of joining together to look at the common

barriers encountered'by all groups. The unique viewpoints of

various authors are of particular interest, here. Adams looks at

intergroup communication and laboration from an administrative

best possible use of theviewpoint. He, is concerned wit

limited funding resources Since each group is

preoccupied with its own needs, the ocates of each group

frequently do not cooperate to the extent possible,. This makes

it difficult for decision makerS to identify priorities,for

*Lewis and Russell, Trends, Events, and InsuPs f- lcely_ to
Influence Vocational Education in the 1980s, p. 140.
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funding purposes. Chrane and Crandall examine community

attitudes:

In urban American, ethnic pockets that are many blocks long
and many blocks wide form struggling communities attempting
to adhere to the ways of their ancestors. Thisoften meane
keeping women and handicapped close to home. Asian American,
Spanish7speaking populations, Africans--all find security
and comfort in their own bailiwicks. The threat of outside
influence or encroachment on their sacred turf causes
consternation and even gang war. Becauseof the close'
relationship within each . 11 11 _community leaddre feel
that help can come only . . Community leaders see
themselves as having the experience and capability Of
handling the social and economic problems of the minority and
the, the disadvantaged. The disadvantaged pere6s in turn
look to their own community leaders for answers to'their
plight (Thrane).

The distance between the decisions being made by administrators

Such as Adams and the feelings of the racial/ethnic communities'

expressed by Thrane needs to be bridged through improved

communication; however, the 'assumption,hdre is that/members of

the community want vocational edudation programs. Crandall

points out the differences among cultUr-de in people's attitirdes

towards education. For many, education is apprdforiat only for

Children or for a-few acholars. The concept o

education for adults pursuing training leadin to vocations is

foreign and must be explained.

Final;y, vocational education cannot Iniluence the job
/

market; instead, the job market must infltdence vocational

education. Vocational educators, community leaders, advocates of

the needs of special interest groups, 64d leaders in business and

industry must all understand each other better and work together

if the benefits of vocational educatiqn for all Americans are to

be realized.
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\ Funding Priorities
E

A major problem qith the achievement of equity in vocational

-
education is the procrement of funds to provide the services

0

that special interest\groups must have in order to participate in

and benefit from vocational education. Authors are in agreement

that funding prioritie and policies, though greatly improved

with Title II of the E-dcation Amendments of 1976, remain a

probleM. HUll Comments that.for every dollar the 'federal

government spends helping handicapped, persons become_ independent,

it spends ten dollars on

and C. Schwartz discuss

rogramS fostering dependence. Thrane

e inhibiting effect of the minimum wage

requirement on business and industry which may wish to employ and

help train unemployed yout. Choi citersdiscrepancies in funding

-between, urban and rural poluIation areas. Aiams usSeS

problems of setting The aVailabi adequate

funds and their allocation a e important problems, particularly

when it is difficult to calc late the costs of serving special

interest groups adequately. ith fixed amounts of fundS, can

money be distributed to encou age institutions Oith a poor record

of providing vrcaticnal eduCation on an equitable basis without

discouraging institutions thatiare implementing strategies for

removal of equity barriers?

throughout the papers.

ppard) Similar questions recur

In looking at expenditures f6r 1977-78, funding for special

interest groups appears to be a small proportion of the total.
ti

Furthermore, a decline in support for the handicapped and the
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Table I

TOTAL-EXPENDITURES, PROGRAM YEAR 1977-=7.8

Amount
Funding Priority* Expended

% Of
Total._
Spent

%
Federal

State/
T--,ocK1

Total, Vocational

Education 5,575,769,885 100 8.8 91.2

Handicapped 232,613.303 4 19.2 80.8

Disadvantage& 410,045,548 8 16.6 83.4

Limited English

Proficiency 19,009,579.- .3 . 12.9 87.1

Economically Depressed

Areas 201,870,636 10.3 89.7

Women's Programs

Supportive Services 586,496. 12.8 87;2

Day Care 805,160 4.5 95;5

Displaced Homemakers 20432,778 29.5 70.5

Overcoming Sex SiaS 4,370,369 27.1 72;9

Total Expenditures for Women 8,194,803 4.1105

*Information about racial/ethnic minorities not available.

Taken from: Summary Data: Vocational 1ucation Program
vpA-r 1978, p. 11, 15, 16.
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disadvantaged at the state and local levels can be seen between

fiscal years 1978 and 1979 with the infusion of-additional

federal dollars for these groups.* In spite of the funding

priorities in Title II of the Education Amendments of 1976,

funding for special interest groups remains .a small proportion of

the total spent on vocational education (see table I).

Information for Decision - Making and -Current
Research Priorities

Researchers and policymakers encounter many problems in the

collection of data about special interest groups' participation

in and benefit from vocational education programs. For example,

the data in Table I on the preceding page do not even include

information about racial/ethnic minorities. Wulfsberg describes

some of the complex problems in collecting data about special

interest groups. Without the results of proper diagnostic

examinations, a school could run legal risk by\categorizing

students as handicapped particularly if they or their families

did. not approve of such categorization. Identification of the
\

limited-English proficient is also difficult,\requiring

information about the student's nationality, mother tongue, and

dominant language in the household.**

Standards for data collection in vocational education

programs have varied greatly among the states. This problem

*Wulfsbeig, p.78.
**Ibid, pp. 39ff.
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being corredfedWIEHEheIiiidementation of the new Vocational

Education Data System cVEDS) that will provide for the colleCtion

of standardized information from each state.

Enrollment data by rogram are readily available but

completion or outcome d to are more difficult to obtain.

are outcome data? Does he term outcome data mean Program

completion, and,.if so, how is one to know when programs alte
0

completed? Are outcome data obtained by measuring employment

t

rates, job satisfaction, length;Of time employed, employment i

the field of training; or all of the above? While realizing th t

an accurate assessment of the effectiveness of vocational

education must include a number of variables (enrollment,

completion, job placement, satisfaction, and costs versus

expenditures), no author made recommendations about how to

accomplish such an assessment.

'.0

Most of the authors are critical of the current status of

research, efforts in vocational education. C. Schwartz expresses

the predominant sentiments

Educational research .is funded far out of proportion to
the benefits derived. The results have been the
proliferation of many documents, statistics, and test

resultd. Most of these ;research effortS are of little -

practical' benefit to the local vocational_ education program
administrator or teacher. Most local program operators know

what it takes for a more effective vocational training
program, especially for the. disadvantaged Student. More

money, more businesS, community; and labor organization
Support and involvement, and better programs in basic skill

instruction and Social behavior are necessary. T000ften,
however, it is more politically 1Cadible for decision makers
to emphasize the need for new and innovative approaches,
rather than face the reality of4Wivocating expenditure of
public funds,to support adequately the programs already in

existence. 1 do recommend, hoWever, that all public funds
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__expended in the future on vocational researcfibilimited to
those areas that demonstrate a direct benefit to the student
served by the local area program.

,Welter is critical of the numerous workshops and inservice

training programs that he feels are repetitive and' of little

value. Along with other authors, in contrast to C. Schwartz, he

recommends empirical research. He is also critical of the ways

in which the findings of research are disseminated, saying that

they are little used by those who need the information the most.

Progress in Achieving Equity

Eight major problem areas have been cited as impediments to

the achievement of equity invocational education. Though the

authors concentrate upon probing problems and issues, they also

describe some of the progress that has been made. This section

about the authors' views of the current status of equity in

vocational education will conclude with a brief overview of

progress already achieved in preparation for the next section on

,recommendations for the future.

The rincipal reason for progress has been the recent

i-legislati9n with its funding priorities, involvement of

constitue4y,groups, and emphasis upon special interest groups. _

Another major reason has been the emergence of increasingly
t

_1

powerful advocacy groups that have been successful in directing
.

attention_to particular problems, and that know how to use -

legislative commitments to achieve results. Other reasons cited
\

,

are research1findings; the production of improved curriculum,
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testing, guidance and counseling Materials; and izttproved teacher

training materials and methodologies. The most important reason,

however, is a positive attitudinal change about equity. This

attitude expresses' the feeling that barriers, are removable once

they are identified and understood.

Fletcher is the most optimistic of the authors in didcuSting

the progress that has been made and the potential of Title II of

the Education Amendments of 1976 for the future:

Available information indicates that progress has been
made in providing equal access to and meaningful'
participation in vocational education programs since the
passage of Public Law 94=482in 1976. We can look with
pride at increased special assistance and services
provided So that the handicapped and the disadvantaged,
including the limited-Engli,114 speaking can succeed in
regular vocational prograMi. Nontraditional enrollments--
enrollments by women in vocational education programs
that have traditionally enrolled primarily men. .have
increased. States have selected personnel to work
full-time to assist the state board in furnishing equal
educational opportunities in vocational education pro-
grams to persons of both sexes; and in eliminating sex
discrimination and sex stereotyping from all vocational
education programs. Programs have been developed to recruit
persons into vocational education without regard to race,
religion, national origin, sex, age, handicap, or
veteran status. These are only a few of the many
accomplishments. We cannot, however, rest on these
accomplishments.

the aut: -s would agree with Fletcher's latit sentence;

er, some would feel that her optimism is exaggerated, and

much more needs to be done at the local, state, and

ti
in

1 levels to 'achieve the full promise of the 1976,

1 giSlation. The authors' ideas about what needs to be done are:

ex mined in the next section.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

The authors include in their papers a wide variety of ideas

for making progress toward the achieyement of equity in the

1980s. These ideas are grouped under six general themes - -,

implementation of Title II of the Education Amendments
of 1976

improved communication and shared responsibility

O . training of vocational educators and administrators

is curricula and services
... __

funding alternatives

.6 research priorities'

-4ReLders are encourawed to 106k at the numerouspractical

suggeeitkons ftir sing particular problemsthat are made bp' the

individual authors, particularly those writing about the

vocational education profession and the needs of special interest

groups.

Before examining the authors' recommendations, a brief

overview of projected trends for the 1980s in vocational

education may be helpful. Lewis and Russell anticipate

significant influenCes upon vocational education. Some of the

most important trends for their potential effects upon the

achievement of equity are as follows- -

A decline in the proiaortion of-the gross national
product that education receives will occur becaus
of the pressure to reduce government spending, co eting
demands for public funds, and public dissatisfaction
with the quality of education.

Federal education legislation will continue to focus on
providing services to special interest groups and on
overcoming sex stereotypes.
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Demographic patterns will lead to increasing numbers of
older adults participating in vocational education. As
a consequence, there will pe fewer new entrants into
the labor force.

With fewer\young people in the population and a higher\
proportion\of all young adults attending regular colleges,
..ocational education ptograms can expect to enroll \

increasing numbers of the educationally disadvantaged.
These groups will cause the kindl of services
traditionally offered to change and expand. Remedial
education programs Will likely be more prominent along\
with flexible scheduling; entering, dropping-out, and
re-entering;\and an increase in the number and kinds oft
cooperative agreements with business, industry, labor,

and the armed\ forces.

e. Vocational education will become increasingly more
competency based. This will allow greater flexibility
for indiViduals to progress at their own learning rates
and build upon their individual knowledge backgrounds.*

Implementation of:_Titl_e. II of the Education Amendments
\

Authors writing from the perspective of vocational educators

feel that the mandate for achieving equity is within the currenttl

legislation. The Title II Amendments require states_to manage

their, vocational educatiOn.efforts within specific guidelines in \

order to receive funding. These guidelines include state

planning, involvement of constituency groups, funding alloca-

tions, regular evaluation and accountablity, and the provision of

standardi:zed data for the Vocational Education Data System

(VEDS). VEDS,,:when fully implemented, will represent a major

improvement in the collection of reliable and useful data for

program monitoring and decision making within States, and for

*Lewis and Russell, pp. 138ff.
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comparison among states.

To achieve the aims of the legislation, however, there must

be a commitment to equal opportunity that is

at the top levels of state administration, and that is-

communicated from the top levels to the State board, all state

vocational staff, and all persons involved in the implementation

of state vocational education activities at the local level.

Then leadership on behalf of equity should be evident in all

state and local prograMs, planning, inservice training,

evaluation, and advisory committee recommendations (Fletcher,

Evans, Thrane, Adams, 4Und Welter). Authors are generally in

agreement that a national policy for vocational education should

require state and local involvement in program'planning and

implementation, anda clear delineation of roles and

responsibilities at each level. Adams states that:

Kost_bbarda Of oduoation_are insistent upon local control
of edvicatiOn. AS a result; the beard prepares:and adopts
school_philosophy,_policy, and rules to deliver the
education program desired by the community. . For
any_program to besuccessful it is necessary to .have:local
enthusiasm and support.:. Consequentlyi a concern_ta be
considered is the identification of who will;forM_policyi
idevelop_plans,;monitor a-prationsi and,evaluate the reaults...
The_ implementation of a national policy in equity must
include a method of generating state:and preferably local
involvement with commitment.

At the state level, the state board is responsible for

coordinating development of policy and the five-Year state plan,

evaluation and accountability, and consaltation with the State

dvisory council and other appropriate State age, ies and

ndividuals. Some exemplary state systems, oper ting under the
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Title :II mandates:, deradnstrat& the
L_

legislation in the aChierement of

at state and local levela.

;Improved COittrilUri

most authors discuss the lack of

ffectiveness of the_federal

uit in vocational' education

groups involved04vocational educat

priorities, emphases, and conflicts

to achieve equity, shared commitment

To obtain shared commitment, however,

\ of mechanisms to ensure communication

ersonnel at all levels; industry and

labor; community leaders, agencies,

nication among various

on and the different

edin resolution. In order

o spepific goals is needed.

requiies the establishment

among vocational education

other employers; organized

d organizations; special

interest advocacy groups; legislative advisory groups; students ;.

and pOtentiaI job seekers.

EffA ective communication and share

ambitiousHgoals. 'Kovareky points out

N

respons\bilityare

that the egislation which

helped to create labor unions also h 1ped to pr an employment

environment which even today perpetu tes practic s that are
\

legally discrimInatcry_hrane sta -s that commhnity-based

organizations are the greatest oppo wits of vocational education

beCaued they feel that they-are unicide in their ab
\

lity to

develop innovative prinrams having the support services needed by
/

their clientele. Crandall discusses the culturally based-be- ie 8

of many ethnic groups aboht the role and appropriate

education .and the possible loss of self-identity the

less of
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acquisition of English skills. H. Schwartz describes the role of

parents and the very early age at which sex-roie socialization

about appropriate parderS occurts,--thus limiting the vocational

perspectives of students. Adams feels that provincial sentiments

among rural and small town school districts can prevent or,

decrease the potential for cooperative arrangements and the

sharing of Students, staff, equipment, and facilities. He also

discusses the phenomenon of black leadership discouraging black

youths and adults from 9trolling.An vocational education because

of their historically based fear that blacks will be relegated to
0

nonprofessional or technical jobs. He feels that both blacks and

whites continue to maintain the erroneous notion that a college

degree is the only route to affluence and influence, regardleS6

of theabilitiesi-aptitudes, or aspirations of theiindiyidualS

involVed. (Adams) .

Despite these and other barriers, the authors all advocate

improved communication and shared responsibility among.. the

various groups who can make_a contribdtion to eqpity

tional edUcatidiir. -they alSo feel that these groups understand

that to achieve prOgreat will require sharing responsibility.:
. .

Business is not insensitive to the educational and'
vocational training needs of unemployed youth. 'In' the
report;i5y the Metropolitan Washington Board of Trade/National
Alliance of Busitiess, reasons why b4sinesslis concerned
about youth unempl9yment.are presented. ;=.the;bUsiness
community wants to raise'the quality_of entrants into the
labor force andencOurage their commitment' to our economic
system; It wants tOrhelpalleviate the difficuItidS many
young people face in securing training and employmehti
It wants to heIpArtiniMize the interrelate0 public problems of
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employment, welfare, community unrest, and crime. It wants

to help youth acquire a sense of, dignity and responsibility
(C. Schwartz).

Ponitive attitudes and good will on the part of those concerned

will also alleviate unnecessary duplication of services among

agencies.

Train -ing of Vocational Education Personnel

Increasing the heterogeneity and improving the attitudes of

current vocational education personnel through affirmative a6tion

and training programs emphasizing equity are major concerns of

the authors. Salomne explains why the concern is so great:

But educational institutions do more than simply teach
skills. They shape valueS, form attitudes, develop - opinions,

establish convictions,_ and generally affect our national

belief systems. This is true of formaleducation wherever it

is found. Though developing a personal values system may not

be taught as formal course work, i

shared, and transmitted in vocational education as well ae,in
traditional academic Settings.

_-4

Among their recommendations are the need for. inservice

training of current administrators, teachers and counselors, and.

-4
preser,771-ce training for future teachers aila administrators.

Recommendationg for v cational educator training took many forms.

_

inservice training Evans recommends a needs assessment

approach. What.types of people are already benefitting from

vocational. services? Eow are their needs being met? What other

groups of 'people could benefit? 'Why are,these groups not'

Utilizing the resources? iideda:atdessmentsthat answer these

al questions could,serve.to idehtify those who do not' have full

access to vocational education and the barriers that are keeping

-44
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the from access and participation. Adams wants to rectify. the

image vocational educators have of themselves as being "second

best." He-feels that many' teachers, parents, board of education

membersAtichooI administrators, and citizens shgre the fallacy

that a college degree is the best and surest way to occupational

success. Thus he feels that inservice,t.raining programs.

stressing equity must include a poSitive image of ,quality

vocational programs. and the valuable outcomes to be obtained.
\ ,

Vocational educators must examine their own a titudes and

biases' and must

serve them.

learn about special interest groins in order to

There are many ways to,eliminate barriers and to create a
climate that permits students to develop to the best of
their ability. The most important-ingreient. . .is the
teacher. Over ald over again we ,hear the stud nt who has
failed Say, "Nob dy cares about me: I ain't n good."
It takes special teachers who care plus an adm istration and
SOlool board who are willing to pay the costs of alternative
methods and situ tions to assist the. , .dis dvantaged with
Sbcial, economic or language problems (Thranel.

iProctor expands Upon Thrane's message about the importance of

caring.' He recomme ds three essential attributes or all

vocational educatio teachers. First, all teachers should learn'

the, history and bac ground of all the students they are likely

'
teach: Secondi'there iseno pedagogical "quick fix" available,/
nor aretests any measure of ability in_ multitltural groups.

Therefore, a teacher must search fOr an and all indices of

learning ability and the Varied'and:unusual promises Of ,dormant

capabity hidden. beneath a4 veneer or obscured througlOsolatiOn
o

and deprivation. Then the teacher must' figure out how to
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capitalize on these hidden strengths. ird, teachers must

clarify their values with respect to tbe issue of justice and

fairness and make their own determination of society's moral

obligation to those who have benefitted the least. Welter

discuSseS a variety of sensitivity training iprograms, the use of

interdisciplinary teams, and the redesign of teacher education

certification or recertification requirements as ways to

Proctor's aims.

Examples of the multitude of recommendations regarding

vocational education teachers follow to illustrate the variety of

viewpoints in the papers. The use of part=-time instructors from

industry who possess a high skill level And are willing to teach

an occasional class is recommended. This strategy could, increase

the heterogeneity of the staff and decrease /posts because these

part-time instructors would be paid an hourly wage. Crandall

recommends that teams of vocational educators and bilingual

spedialists work together to ensure that the specific English

vocabdlary that is needed is learned. Choi recommends that the

emphasis not be placed solely upon vocational educators. He

feels that all students in personnel administration, who are

preparing for careers in industry or business, shoald be

thoroughly taught the requirements of,equity legislation, fob

analysis and classification, evaluation, and nondiscrimination.

Cardenas et al. stress the need to include representatives of

special interest groups on advisory councils and staffs of

vocational education.
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Curricula and Services

C. Schwartz sums up this author's recommendation regarding

curricula and supportive serviced:

Vocational education programs. . . .will serve their purpose
Only if the students (1) leave school in a state of basic
literacy and with an ability to cope with verbal and
mathematical concepts; and (2) enter the job market with
sufficient technical skills to be able to function in a
particular work environment. In ddition, and of equal
importance, disadvantaged student must be (3) "socialized"
So that they can deal with the no ms of the work environment

. .Unless youth who enter the job market have been
inculcated with all of these basic elements, they are bound
to fail.

All .authors argue against lessening standards in basic literacy

_.
-and Matheinatical skills; Instead, they recommend remedial
,......:,_

i I

traihiriglaritiian acceptable skill level is reached. They feel
. - -I

strongly that basic skills are essential to success in vocational

education programs and on the job.

A second essential skill is sufficient vocational training to

perform in the jobs that will be available. in examining trends,

ComputerLewis and Russell,foresee an increase in technology.

applications, microprocessors, office word processing,

communications, expansion of health care equipment, and a whole

new field of biotec nology are only a few of the potential new

V _

fields.;* Thrane points out that 'vocational education curricu
N%

should lead to the potential for employment' in multiple jobs

becaUSe Of Constant changes in the technological world. Training
I,-

persons fOr narrowly defined positions will lead only t

1.iewiS and Russell, p. 147.
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frustration and eventual termination. Flexibility and breadth

within a vocational area will allow the individual to enter and

reenter vocational education programs to stay up-to-date.

Several authors discuss the benefits of entrepreneurial skills.

Proprietary skills for small businesses or craft industries could

be extremely beneficial to women, those' in rural communities,

older adults, the handicapped, and minority group members.

Ihe third set of skills essential to success are employment

skills, or how to get and keep a job. In order to get a job, the

job seeker must understand how to fill in applications (partic-
_ .

ularly difficult for the limited-English proficient); how to

prepare a resume and think positively about'past experiences; how

to interview; and how to sell oneself. To keep a job, students

need training in behavior, dress, punctuality, interpersonal

relations, and their employment rights. Thrane says:

Employment skills that assist the student to matriculate
in the world of work must be learned. . . Our entire
economic system has get up middle-class values anci

standards. The employee is expecte to dress properly for
the job. If the person is a welder, the propel dress is

hard hat, hard-soled shoes, long pants long sleeves, and
eye protectors. There is no alternativ to this dress. If

the Shift begins at_7:00 a.m. it means a riving at work a
few minutes before 7:00 a.m. and leaving en the shift
ends at 3:00 p.m, Individuals mmst underst d the rights
of the employer, other employees, and their o n. They
must understand the importance of teamwork and 'Want to be

a part of the group with whom they are assigned.

Changes in the work and school environments are also

recommended. Possibilities are flexible scheduling of work

experiences a d school, including cooperative work programs for

on-the-job training; completion of secondary education programs
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throughout the year; and frequent reentry into vocational

education programs. Because of transportation problems and home

responsibilities, flextime and other alternatives to full-

time work are frequently mentioned. Several authors criticize

programs for summer employment of youth and recommend year -round
.

school /work experiences.

Supportive services are most important building

motivation. Career education, assessment of interests and

aptitudes, vocational counseling, and improved information about

the jobs available and the necessary skills for'these jobs are

all areas needing modification to ensure the inclusion of special

interest groups. The need for career information services is

particularly critical for persons entering nontraditional

careers. These individuals also need encouragement from peers,

instructors, and employers to change attitudes about earlier

socialization patterns and concurrent societal pressures. H.

Schwartz, Evans, Eliason, and Salomone analyze the problems of

women entering nontraditional careers.

Nontraditional recruitment will be necessary to reach new

prospective students. Many authors recommend more effective use

of the mass elecfronic media including commercial and public

radio and television. Mass media can be used to provide

information about new technologies, new jobs, and the

availability of training. Using mass media is one way of helping

to change early socialization patterns and societal attitudea,

particulaily about women and the handicapped.
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!RnAgaj2fliorities

While acknowledging that Title II of the-Education AMendments

of 1976.set funding mandates foster equity, the authors.make

recommendations f r improvements; extensions, and revisions of

these allocations. To decreese the high rate of unemployment

experienced 'by American youtr' particularly minorities, author's

recommend removal of the MinP711141 wage requirement and payments to

social security within certa3-n age categories, and. authorization

toArire work-study funds for 0n'the.-7-job training in locations

other than local educational a%encies; These recommendations

would require changes in curt @ -t legislation: Authors also

recommend incentives, to bOeisleast and industry to encourage their

participation. One suggeste4 incentive is tax credits for those

making special efforts to trOili and employ members of special

interest grouis. Better inteR'ation of CETA-funded prograMs and

4
vocational education program0 Zs also recommended Other

examples of the many recomme0d4tions with regard to funding

priorities are child care, f%--long learning, special services

and equipment for the hamlicaPPed, and creative solutions to

transportation problems.

While agreeing that fuhdin% for special, interest groups is a

national policy issue, author'e differ in .11eir opinions on this

issue. Some feel programa triet*are free of\barriers or that have

experienced success in providing a more equitable environment

should be rewarded; others feel that funding incentives should be

so



given to the reticent to make necessary modifi 2cions in programs

and services=

Research Priorities.

A major accomplishment of Title II of the Education

Amendments of 1976 was the development and implementation of the

Vocational Education Data System (VEDS). This system provides

for the collection of Standardized information from every state.

It will provide the data base from which to examine numerous

programmatic and policy questions within vocational education.

Though everyone had different research priorities according

to their field of expertise, there were general trends among

their recommendations. First, research efforts should be

carefully coordinated and widely disseminated to avoid

redundancy. Fletcher recommends locating, documentins: and

diSSeminating the positive strategies and solutions that already

exist as one major research effort of great Value.

Seco4N, authors advocate practical research with immediate

applicability to programs. , The practical research may take many

forms. Frequently cited are new approaches to inservice training

and curriculum innovation. `welter recommends the redesign of

vocational teacher education programs. With regard to curriculum

innovation, Crandall's recommendationsrecomrendations. are illustrative of the

practical approach so many a .thorn advocate. She states:

Although there is a clea relationship between
and linguistic capabiIiti1, and an even clearer
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between job access and language, we still have ,little
res arch that identifies exactly what features of EngliSh
are most important for employment and which can be left
for later acquisition or be omitted entirely....Until we
know, however, which of these (terms) are the most
impo tant or most salient, it will be difficult to know
exac ly what should be taught to persona acquiring
English as a second language and in what order it should
be taught,. We also _need additional research to show the
strategies. . . used to reduce the language demands of.

);

jobs. 'When confronted by large manuals or reports, how
much _d people really need to read and. what strategies
do the use to accomplish that as quickly and painlessly
as possible?

An example f the emphasis upon applied research with immediate

applicabili y to program is the emphasis upon self-analysis

instruments nd pethodologies. thing these tools, local

vocational e uca,ic,n personnel can look at themselves and develop

strategies on thelr own to eliminate barriers. To accomplish

ractical and = pp1ied research, authors recommend that research

be conducted b' interdisciplinary teams so that an improved

understanding o t
A

special needs groups to be served by

vocational educ tio can be ensured. 0

Third, the r search question of how to perform a

comprehensive eva ua ion is raised by Thrane and H. Schwartz.

What should be th= ev luative criteria by which wcational

educational progra s can be assessed for their effectiveness in

providing equity? Choi includes in this research priority the

need for an evaluat on f the enforcement activities undertaken

by federal agencies to nsure that the equity legislative

mandates are

Finally,

being met.

authors\expiess interest in public policy research
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to examine the role of the federal, state; and local governments

in vocational education, how programs are fundetL and how these

funds are used. The above-mentioned examples are, only a few

_research priorities which authors recommend. More comprehensive

research agendas about specific topics are included in some of

the papers;



SUMMARIES OF THE PAPERS

This paper has sought to provide an overview of the many

concerns expressed by individual authors about equity in

vocational education. To,accompIish this task, the paper has

described common themes about today's major problems and.iSSues,

and common recommendations for the future. As this overview has

shown, though much has been accomplished, the task ahead is a big

one. Where do we begin? You are invited to begin by reading the

insightful reflections of authors with special expertise who have

many suggestions for contributions to achieving equity in

vocational education in the 1980s. To facilitate your reading,

brief summaries of all the papers follow.

Voca.i.onal Educators_and_Administrators

Richard N. Adams, superintendent of the Upper Valley Joint

Vocational School District, views equity from his perspective as

a vocational education admil.istrator of a center serving rural

high school and adult students. He speaks very practically about

the issues, and problems of achieving equity at the local level.

Examples of topics discussed are: accessibility in a rural area,

funding, counselor training, career education, provision of

health and human services, and Competency-based modular

instructional packages. He recommends local commitment to and

involvement in vocational education programs, and greater

communication among parents, students, vocational educators,
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em loyers, and community groups.
/

Nancy E. Smith Evans, sex equity coordinator in Ohio, begins

by summarizing the legal pr6visions for sex equity in Title II of

th4 Education Amendments of 1976 and Title IX of the Education

Amendments of 1972. After a brie summary_ of the history of

r

women in the workplace to illustrate the tradition of

occupational segregation, Evans ,concentrates on the challenges

and responsibilities of sex equity. coordinators. She makes

num rous suggestions for the aticcesSful implementation' of the
;

legislation. Among her recommendations are the building of

net orks, inservice training for vocational education personnel,

needs assessments to identify 3roups not having full access and

the reasons why, and supportive services for those entering

non raditional occupations. Evana defines specific subsets of

[

women and their particular problems and discusses the problems

fac d by men seeking to enter traditionally "women's jobs." Many

of vans' recommendations apply do other special interest groups

and Ito vocational education in general.

eneva Fletcher, deputy state director of vocational

eduction; discusses the legislative requirements of Title II of
I

// the ducation Amendments of 1976 and the responsibilities of
1/

/stet directors of vocational e ation for achieving equity.

net her believes that the leXislationi, if properly implemented

with n each.state; ie a togfl for achieving equity--; She analyzes

the 'unding provisions of the Edu6ationAmendments of 1976 for

Lthei potential to contribute-eigficantly to equity. She also
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outlines how to incorporate equity in state planning and how/to

establish procedures and practices. She describes the

governance, accountability, 'and evaluation provisions of the

legislation. She makes many suggestions for implementing Titie

II, after a major discussion of institutional, personal, lk

societal, and programmatic barriers.

Lucille Campbell Thrane associate director at the National?

Center for Research in Vocational Education, writes about equit

from the perspective of a large cityldirector. The paper is an
1

interesting contrast to-Richard Adams', whose paper is written

from the perspective of a director in a rural setting.
- 4r--

Thrane's discussion of equity issues emphasizes urban yodth.

She defines cultural pluralism and argues that equity in

vocational education cannot be addressed until the more urgent'

problems of minorities,, the disadvantaged, and those with

limited-EngliSh proficiency have been addressed. Thrane focuses

on the barriers facing urban youths enrolling in vocational

education and provides many practical solutions to cur/rent

problems.

'Plyde W. Welter, professor of adult and vocational education,

looks at equity issues from the perspective of his-rolie as a

faculty member. His responsibilities include providing

preservice and inservice training for the preparation of

vocational teachers at the secondary and postsecondary levels;
I

performing research; and providing graduate edt6ation for thOse

who aspire to leadership positions in vocational education.
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Welter's deep concern about equity/in vocational education is

evident in his discussions of occupatiOnal segrega n by sex,
1

racial discrimination, the current attlitudes of vocational.

educators, and the need to eliminate stereotype:. He makes

extensive suggestions-regarding how to change titudes. He

emphasizes the importance of multidiscipline y team efforts to

bring about change and the importanc of he erogeneity among-

those employed in vocational education.

. I Academicia1ns

Gilbert Cardenas, associate proess° -of economics, analyzes

various economic concepts of equity and cites the major theoriets

in this area; His paper studies thI e, e onomics of equity as they

relate to vocational.educatian throUgh analysis of tile policy

implications of equity in the aevelop

administration of more responsive yo atZonal education programs.

ent, planning, and

Special concern is shown for the bar iers that face minorities,

women, and the handicapped in vo/ taa-onal educatioh and

employment. Cardenas cites inumerou _sources of information to
,

illustrate the points he makes ab t the economic effects of

inequities perpetrated against sp cial interest groupe\.

Yearn H. Cho , professor of Aiblic policy, traces the history

of equity in the area of public olicy and thee relates it to

vocational education. He exami es, the philosophical

underpinnings of the current va ties and concepts of equity in

American-socity and the lintia =es 'Laming equity,
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education, and new legislation regarding manpower and employment.

He believes that eaaity begins when all citizens have the

opportunity for employment. 4fter this philosophical,

historical, and legal overview, problems that remain and progress

that has been made within the current legal system are reviewed.

He concludes with recommendations for research and public policy

to enhance equity in' personnel administration and vocational

education.

Irving KOvardky, professor of industrial relations, traces

the legislative developments that affect equity in employment,
m3

either favo ably or unfavorably. Through a review of federal
/

civil right legislation, Kovarsky describes the conflicts

between federal laws and criticizes, public poliCymakers,

constituency groups, and legislators. To do this, he first

describes specific problems in employment and their potential

solutions. Then he illustrates the conflicts between equity and

employment practices through an analysis of courtcases.

Examples of the subjects discussed are:, seniorit4 clauses in

'union contracts; testing; pregnancy and health-rlated benefits;

bona fide occupational qualifications that serve /to exclude;

reasonable accommodation for religious beliefs; and the potential.

Conflict between affirmative action regulations and nondis-

crimination policies.

Lisa,Aversa_Richette, judge of the Court a Common Pleas for

the state of PenneyIvania,i defines equity as justice, and fairness

and traces the history of its development thr ugh law and court
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cases. To illustrate her points, she uses cases relating to

equity for women. Specific topics covered are the right tivote,

the right to work, occupational segregation, and protective

legislation based upon traditional stereotypes about women. She

challenges the judicial acceptance of a protective doctrine under

the Equi,1 Protectidn Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Her

paper includet interesting gignettes about women who Struggled

against the legal system to gain e4ity. As a majorstep forward

in the achievement of equity, Richette examines (1) the passage

of-Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, (.2) the acCOmplishments

made since its passage from the perspective of cases won by

women, and (3) the relationship of equity-to-the newer

affirMative action mandates.

Jerome J-. Salomone, professor of Sociology, presents equity

as an elusive, theoretical subject based upon an even more

elusi e, existential reality through an extensive review of the

literature. His paper unfoldf; as a combination nosition paper

and state-of-the-art olreSentation because df the mixture of fact

and opinionand the imprecise definitions that characterize ,

5

equity. The paper begins by setting forth a frame of, reference

for sociology and then specifies the. nature of sociology's

interest in equity and inequality. Salomone then examines'
7

loccup.21%ional inequality by'using data about women to illustrate

his theoretical points. He concIudes/with a speculation bn the

role ofyocat;onal-education in Promoting equity in American

society.
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Henrietta Schwartz, professor of anthropology,__foCUS6S on the

issues related to the cultural aspects of sex equity and

schooling in American society! She begins with a framework of

assumptions that relate the discipline of anthropology to

conce?ts of equity. She defines schools as a subset of the

culture and deScribeS eight universal aspects of behavior common

to each classroom, school, community, and culture. She also uses
4-

th eight universal aspects of behavior along with a definition

of cultural pluralism as the conceptual foundations for an

extensive review of the literature related to sex equity in

socialization, schooling, occupational.segregation, and attitudes.

about women's roles held by both' women and men. Her paper

concludes .ith recommendations for"promoting equity.

_Special Interest Group Advocates

jo_Ann_Crandall, at the Center for Applied. Linguistics,

describes the special needs of adults with limited-Englidh

vroficiency.-- She begins with an .extended -discussion of khe many
4

societal, '7

.

As+itucional, and personal barriers faced-by ':hose for

a second language. CIanc.al,'s -.),"per is very

-actical in o ientation. Her illustrative highlight)
_\

the d !ficulties of persons with Aimited-EnglIglf proficiency in

finding and keeping WoL. In proposing 23.utinnsshe describes
_

four potential curriculv. models-for tuao!.1-.ng English as a second-

language as an integral pa-i"t ofrocttionl education. These

models are based upon a .clear understanding of the language
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Skills needed to be employable and different'Zearning patterns

_among individuals. Her- paper concludes with a variety of

teaching techniques and a research agenda for improving the

teaching of English as a second language.

Nancy CarolDU-a-son, director/of the Center for Women

Opportunities atithe American As/Sociation of Community and Junior

Colleges, describes the hidden ariiers to full participation by
1

women in vocational education programs with a particular emphasis

upon the prOblemS encountere by, reentry women. Throughout her

paper, Eliason discUsses solutions to problems while describing

the problems themsslves. EJl.iason is particularly sensitive to

the multiple needs of par cular.categDries of women such as

minority women, iadvlescjent. mothers, and displaced hOmemakers.

Eliason concludes herpaper wife a- escription of the services

needed to adhievle ec iity in potsecondary vocational educatic.m.

Marc E. Hull, assistant director ,of special education and

pupil personnel ervices in the Vermont State Department of

Education, examines equity in v cational education from the

perspective of handicapped perso s. He begins With a.definition

of /the handicapped individual and data about the numbers of

handicapped individuals needing to,be served by-vocational--

en cationcation pr
1

ograma. Hii discussion.of issues and barriers facing

the handicapped cludes: current f\mding disincentives for

achieving indepen ence; the underreprpsentation of the-
/

r
\

1

;
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handica ped in vocational education programs; the attitudes of
_ _

people responsible for vocational education programs; the

problemS of Segregated vocational education programs and of

accommodating the handicapped; the need to involve handicapped

individuals in policymaking; the need for adequate funding for

vocational education for every hafidicapped individual; the

preparation of vocational education pclsonnel to teach the

handidapped; and the need for revisit.n of curriculum materials.

He concludes with recommendatiT,ns and an extensive bibliography.

Samuel _D_Proctor, professor of education at Rutgers

University, challenges inertia and orients the reader to'the

current status of minority youth. He traces the current
,

situation to the enslavement of blacks and their subsequent

treatment after the Civil War. He then de-scribes the development

of a national educational philosophy for blacks based upon the

theories of two prominent black educators: Zooker T. WashingtOn

and W. 7. B. DuBois.

Proctor has .three major recommendations for "what do we do

now?" He believeS strongly that all teachers must study

rigorouSly, experientially, and systemati5ally the backgrounds of

the minorities, who will be their students. Black studies courses

are essential to the professional.preparation of vocational

education teachers. He believes that vocational education

teachers and counselors must search for all indices of lear'ling

ability in minority youth. He describes the limited capacity of

tests to measure what they purport to measure. He feels that all
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vocational educators must understand and acknowledge their own

values with respect to the issues of fairness and justice

overcome prnjudice.

Carol L. Schwartz, school board member in Washington, H.C.

and a former member of the National Advisory Council on the

Education of Disadvantaged Children, describes equity in

vocational education from the perspective of the educationally or

economically disadvantaged student. Her paper jhlights the

present conditions of the disadvantaged recommends

improvements in vocational education. Her discussion of barriers

to the disadvantaged includes: lack of basic skills and

motivation; family backgrounds; need for social counseling; need

for exposure to employment; students' attitudes towards work;

lack of adequate numbers of vocational program instructors; and

the current minimum wage rate. Her lengthy experience in public

education in Washington, D.C., enables her to cite many examples

of successful programs and strategies to counteract barriers.

She concludes her paper with a summary of her recommendatioas

including the future of educational research and changes in

federal legislation.

N. Alan Sheppard, special assistant to the director of the

President's Commission on Aging, begins his paper with a

comprehensive assessment of demographic trends and their impact

upon vocational education and employment oppdrtunities for older

adults. Sheppard then describes specific equity problems. To do

this, he uses an affirmative adtion continuum model for
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discussing barriers to equitable job trairing and placement.

Then taking the positive aPrC°ch that the identified barriers

are removable, Sheppard diecOs%ttlis strategies for their

elimination under six general- headings: federal legislation;

federal support programs; ad4(34cy groups; adjustments in

personne educatio0a1 strategies; and the training

vocat4- Fl educators and the PlIblic to a better'understanding

aging;
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